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②2 Big Data’s End Run around

Anonymity and Consent

Solon Barocas and Helen Nissenbaum

Introduction

Big data promises to deliver analytic insights that will add to the stock of

scientific and social scientific knowledge, significantly improve decision

making inboththepublicandprivate sector, andgreatlyenhance individual

self-knowledge and understanding. They have already led to entirely new

classes of goods and services, many of which have been embraced enthu-

siastically by institutions and individuals alike. And yet, where these data

commit to record details about human behavior, they have been perceived

as a threat to fundamental values, including everything from autonomy, to

fairness, justice, due process, property, solidarity, and, perhaps most of all,

privacy.1 Given this apparent conflict, some have taken to calling for out-

right prohibitions on various big data practices, while others have found

good reason to finally throw caution (and privacy) to the wind in the belief

that big data will more than compensate for its potential costs. Still others,

of course, are searching for a principled stance on privacy that offers the

flexibility necessary for these promises to be realized while respecting the

important values that privacy promotes.

This is a familiar situation because it rehearses many of the long-standing

tensions that have characterized each successive wave of technological

innovation over the past half-century and their inevitable disruption of

constraints on information flows through which privacy had been assured.

It should come as no surprise that attempts to deal with new threats

draw from the toolbox assembled to address earlier upheavals. Ready-

to-hand, anonymity and informed consent remain the most popular tools

for relieving these tensions – tensions that we accept, from the outset, as

genuine and, in many cases, acute. Taking as a given that big data implicates

important ethical and political values,2 we direct our focus instead on

attempts to avoid or mitigate the conflicts that may arise. We do so because

the familiar pair of anonymity and informed consent continues to strike
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Big Data’s End Run around Anonymity and Consent 45

many as the best and perhaps only way to escape the need to actually resolve

these conflicts one way or the other.

Anonymity and informed consent emerged as panaceas because they

presented ways to ‘have it all’; they would open the data floodgates while

ensuring that no one was unexpectedly swept up or away by the del-

uge. Now, as then, conscientious industry practitioners, policymakers,

advocates, and researchers across the disciplines look to anonymity and

informed consent as counters to the worrisome aspects of emerging appli-

cations of big data. We can see why anonymity and consent are attractive:

anonymization seems to take data outside the scope of privacy, as it no

longer maps onto identifiable subjects, while allowing information sub-

jects to give or withhold consent maps onto the dominant conception of

privacy as control over information about oneself. In practice, however,

anonymity and consent have proven elusive, as time and again critics have

revealed fundamental problems in implementing both.3

The argument that we develop in this chapter goes further. Those com-

mitted to anonymity and consent do not deny the practical challenges;

their solution is to try harder, to be more creative, to utilize more sophis-

ticated mathematical and statistical techniques, and to become astute to

the cognitive and motivational contours of users. Although we accept that

improvements can result and have resulted from these efforts (e.g. more

digestible privacy policies, more robust guarantees of anonymity, more

usable choice architectures, and more supple policy), the transition to big

data has turned definitional and practical fault lines that have worried

policymakers, pundits, practitioners, and scholars into impassable chasms.

After tracing progressive difficulties for anonymity and informed consent,

respectively, we reveal virtually intractable challenges to both. In the case

of anonymity, where important work has already shown it to be rather

elusive, we argue that, even where strong guarantees of anonymity can

be achieved, common applications of big data undermine the values that

anonymity traditionally had protected. Even when individuals are not

‘identifiable’, they may still be ‘reachable’, may still be comprehensibly

represented in records that detail their attributes and activities, and may be

subject to consequential inferences and predictions taken on that basis. In

the case of consent, too, commonly perceived operational challenges have

distracted from the ultimate inefficacy of consent as a matter of individual

choice and the absurdity of believing that notice and consent can fully

specify the terms of interaction between data collector and data sub-

ject. Both, we argue, lead to the inescapable conclusion that procedural
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46 Barocas and Nissenbaum

approaches cannot replace policies based on substantive moral and political

principles that serve specific contextual goals and values.

Definitions and Background Theory

Many of the terms in this chapter have ambiguous and often contested

meanings. To avoid disagreements originating in terminological differ-

ences, we specify the interpretations of two key terms – big data and

privacy – assumed throughout the rest of this chapter. We have reason to

believe that these interpretations contribute positively to the substantive

clarity, but, for the most part, we set these out as starting assumptions.

Big Data

Taking into consideration wide-ranging uses of ‘big data’ in public discus-

sions, specialized applications,4 government initiatives,5 research agendas,6

and diverse scientific,7 critical,8 and popular publications, we find that the

term better reflects a paradigm than a particular technology, method, or

practice. There are, of course, characteristic techniques and tools asso-

ciated with it,9 but, more than the sum of these parts, big data, the

paradigm, is a way of thinking about knowledge through data and a frame-

work for supporting decision making, rationalizing action, and guiding

practice.10 For better or worse, it is challenging entrenched epistemic and

decision-making traditions across various domains, from climate science

to medicine, from finance to marketing, from resource management to

urban planning, and from security to governance.11 Statistics, computer

science, and information technology are crucial enablers and supporters of

this paradigm,12 but the ascent of big data involves, fundamentally, a belief

in the power of finely observed patterns, structures, and models drawn

inductively from massive datasets.13

Privacy as Contextual Integrity

There is some disagreement over how important privacy is among the var-

ious ethical and political issues raised by big data.14 Downplaying privacy,

the argument is that real problems include how we use the data, whether

it is fair to treat people as part of a group, whether data is representative,

whether we diminish the range of choices we make about their own lives

and fates, whether data about us and the data that we generate belong

to us, invoking thereby justice, fairness, autonomy, and property rights.
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Big Data’s End Run around Anonymity and Consent 47

Revealing these wide-ranging ethical dimensions of big data is impor-

tant, but an impoverished working conception of privacy can result in the

failure to appreciate the crucial ways that these other values and privacy

interact.

The conception we adopt here gives privacy a wider berth. To begin,

we take privacy to be the requirement that information about people (‘per-

sonal information’) flows appropriately, where appropriateness means in

accordance with informational norms. According to the theory of contex-

tual integrity, from which this conception is drawn, informational norms

prescribe information flows according to key actors, types of information,

and constraints under which flow occurs (‘transmission principles’). Key

actors include recipients, information subjects, and senders, where the last

two are often one and the same. Social contexts form the backdrop for this

approach to privacy, accounting for the range over which the parameters

of actors, information types, and transmission principles vary. Put more

concretely, informational norms for a health care context would govern

flow between and about people in their context-specific capacities, such

as physicians, patients, nurses, insurance companies, pharmacists, and so

forth. Types of information would range over relevant fields, including,

say, symptoms, diagnoses, prescriptions, as well as biographical informa-

tion. And notable among transmission principles, confidentiality is likely

to be a prominent constraint on the terms under which information types

flow from, say, patients to physicians. In drawing comparisons between

contextual integrity and other theories of privacy, one key difference is

that control over information about oneself is merely one in an indefi-

nitely large class of transmission principles, not presumed unless the other

parameters – (context specific) actors and information types – warrant it.15

Contextual informational norms, like other social norms, generally, are

not fixed and static, but may shift, fade, evolve, and even reverse at varying

rates, slowly or suddenly, sometimes due to deliberate cultural, legal, and

societal alterations and other times in response to contingencies beyond

human or societal control. Science and technology is a significant agent of

change; in particular, computing and information technologies have been

radically disruptive, enabling information practices that frequently diverge

from entrenched informational norms. To explain why such disruptions

are morally problematic – or rather to distinguish between those that are

and are not – a norm-based account of privacy, such as contextual integrity,

must offer a basis for drawing such distinctions. This enables a systematic

critical perspective on informational norms in flux. For the theory of

contextual integrity, the touchstones of moral legitimacy include interests
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and general moral and political values (and associated rights), commonly

cited in accounts of privacy. Beyond these, however, a further distinctive set

of considerations are context-specificends, purposes, andvalues.Although

this is not the place to elaborate in detail, consider as a quick illustration

the rules limiting access to results of an HIV test. Generally, we might

consider embarrassment, job security, danger to sexual partners, autonomy,

various freedoms, and so on. Beyond these, however, contextual integrity

further considers how the shape of access rules may affect whether people

choose to undergo testing at all. As such, access rules could influence how

effectively the purposes and values of the health care context are achieved.

Ideal norms, therefore, are those that promote relevant ends, purposes,

and values. And since the world is a messy place, rife with conflict and

uncertainty, it is usually on the basis of partial knowledge only that we seek

to optimize on these factors. In concrete circumstances where science and

technology enable disruptions of entrenched norms, a heuristic supported

by contextual integrity sets entrenched norms as default but allows that

if novel practices are more effective in promoting interests, general moral

and political values, and context-specific ends, purposes, and values, they

should be favored over the status quo.

Now we are ready to weave together the disparate threads thus far spun.

Big data involves practices that have radically disrupted entrenched infor-

mation flows. From modes of acquiring to aggregation, analysis, and appli-

cation, these disruptions affect actors, information types, and transmis-

sion principles. Accordingly, privacy, understood as contextual integrity,

is fundamentally part of the big data story for it immediately alerts us to

the ways any practice conflicts with the expectations we may have based

on entrenched information-flow norms. But that is merely the beginning.

Evaluating disruptive practices means judging whether they move us closer

or farther from ideal informational flows, that is, whether they are more or

less effective in promoting interests, general moral and political values, and

context-specific ends, purposes, and values. In other words, we proceed

from observing disruptive flows to assessing their comparative impacts on

ethical and political values, such as fairness, justice, freedom, autonomy,

welfare, and others more specific to the context in question. Take, for

example, an applicant who is denied admission to college based on pre-

dictive analytics performed on a dataset aggregated from diverse sources,

including many that have not traditionally featured into admissions deci-

sions. Imagine further that these additional sources allowed the college

to discriminate – perhaps unwittingly – against applicants on the basis of

criteria that happen to correlate with socioeconomic status and thus with
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Big Data’s End Run around Anonymity and Consent 49

the likely need for financial aid.16 While the outcome of such decisions

may be judged unfair for many reasons worth discussing, it is the role of

privacy – the role of disruptive informational flow – that we wish to note

in this case.

Why, one may ask, insist on the centrality of privacy? First, doing so

deepens our understanding of privacy and its instrumental value and at

the same time highlights the distinctive ways that other ethical values are

impingedand sustained, specifically, by theways informationdoes anddoes

not flow. Privacy is important, in part, because it implicates these other

values. Second, doing so also allows us to better formulate interventions,

regulations, or remediation for the sake of these values. By keeping in

view connections with specific information flows, certain options become

salient that might otherwise not have been. Parsing cases in which big data

gives rise to discrimination in terms of contextual integrity forces us to be

much more specific about the source of that unfairness because it compels

us to account for the disruption that made such discrimination possible.17

And it likewise allows us to ask if anonymity and informed consent limit or

mitigate the potential consequences of such disruptions – that is, whether

they actually protect the values at stake when novel applications of big data

(threaten to) violate contextual integrity.

Anonymity

Anonymity obliterates the link between data and a specific person not so

much to protect privacy but, in a sense, to bypass it entirely.18 Anonymity is

an attractive solution to challenges big data poses to privacy when identities

associated with information in a dataset are not necessary for the analysis

to proceed. For those in search of group-level regularities, anonymity may

allow for relatively unfettered access to databases. The greatest consensus

around the utility of anonymization seems to have emerged in the sciences,

including medicine, public and population health, urban planning, and

education, tonamea few,withexcitingprospects foradvancingknowledge,

diminishing risk, and improving decision making.19 But incumbents in

many other sectors have begun to stake out this moral high ground by

claiming that their analytics apply only to anonymized datasets, particularly

those in marketing and other commercial sectors.20

As we well know, however, anonymity is not unassailable. One of the

earliest public demonstrations of its limits came with AOL’s release of a

large set of anonymized search queries with the stated purpose of facili-

tating academic research. This well-intended act backfired when a pair of
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50 Barocas and Nissenbaum

enterprising news reporters identified a number of individuals based on

the content of searches.21 Following these revelations, efforts to anonymize

search query data, which were not particularly persuasive,22 have more or

less fizzled out. The promise of anonymization was further chipped away

by rigorous demonstrations by Sweeney, joint work by Narayanan and

Shmatikov, and ongoing efforts by Dwork,23 with implications further

drawn by Ohm and others in areas of law and policy, where debates rage

on.24

It is impossible, within the scope of this article, to render anything close

to a thorough account of the contemporary debate around anonymity;

we merely mention key positions on threats to anonymity and attempts to

defend it that are relevant to the general argument that we wish to develop.

According to the literature, thepromiseof anonymity is impossible to fulfill

if individual records happen to contain information – information that falls

outside the scope of the commonly defined set of personally identifiable

information – that nevertheless uniquely distinguishes a person enough to

associate those records to a specific individual. So-called ‘vanity searches’

are an obvious example of this problem,25 as AOL discovered,26 but so, too,

are records that contain extremely rich (e.g. location) data that necessarily

map onto specific individuals.27 The literature has also demonstrated many

less obvious ways in which anonymity cannot be guaranteed due to the

threat of so-called re-identification attacks.28 These attacks depend on

a variety of methods: overlaying an anonymized dataset with a separate

dataset that includes identifying information, looking for areas of overlap

(commonly described as a linkage attack)29 or performing a sequence of

queries on an anonymized dataset that allow the attacker to deduce that a

specific person must be in the dataset because only one person has all of the

queried attributes (differencing attack).30 Responding to these challenges,

computer scientists have developed a number of approaches to limit, if

not eliminate, the chances of deducing identity, such as k-anonymity31

and differential privacy,32 which work in certain settings by abstracting or

perturbing data to a level or degree set by data controllers. At the time of

writing, this area of research is burgeoning, even though few real-world

applications have been successfully implemented.

Let us review the main threads of this argument: anonymity is an attrac-

tive solution to challenges big data poses to privacy when identities asso-

ciated with information in a dataset are not necessary for the analysis to

proceed. Scientific and policy debates have swirled around whether robust

anonymization is possible and whether the impact of intractable challenges

is a fringe phenomenon of little practical importance (and thus merely of
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Big Data’s End Run around Anonymity and Consent 51

academic interest) or fatal to the entire enterprise. The concerns we have are

neither about whether anonymization is possible nor about how serious a problem

it poses for practical purposes; they are whether, in the first place, anonymization

addresses privacy and related ethical issues of big data. In so saying, we wish to

shift the locus of attention away from the usual debates – conceding, at

the same time, that they are extremely important and significant – to a

different set of questions, where, for the sake of argument, we assume that

the problem of anonymization, classically speaking, has been solved.

In order to see why anonymity does not solve ethical problems relating

to privacy in a big data age, we should ask why we believe it does. And to

do that, we need to ask not only whether in this age we are able to preserve

the present-day equivalent of a traditional understanding of anonymity

as namelessness, but whether this equivalent preserves what is at stake in

protecting anonymity. In short, we need to ask whether it is worthwhile

to protect whatever is being protected when, today, we turn to anonymity

to avoid the ethical concerns raised by the big data paradigm.

Scholarship, judicial opinions, and legislative arguments have articulated

the importance of anonymity in preserving and promoting liberal demo-

cratic values. We summarized these in earlier work, where we wrote that

anonymity

offers a safe way for people to act, transact, and participate without accountability,

without others ‘getting at’ them, tracking them down, or even punishing them.

[As such, it] may encourage freedom of thought and expression by promising a

possibility to express opinions, and develop arguments, about positions that for

fear of reprisal or ridicule they would not or dare not do otherwise. Anonymity

may enable people to reach out for help, especially for socially stigmatized prob-

lems like domestic violence, fear of HIV or other sexually transmitted infection,

emotional problems, suicidal thoughts. It offers the possibility of a protective

cloak for children, enabling them to engage in internet communication without

fear of social predation or – perhaps less ominous but nevertheless unwanted –

overtures from commercial marketers. Anonymity may also provide respite to

adults from commercial and other solicitations. It supports socially valuable insti-

tutions like peer review, whistle-blowing and voting.33

In this work, we argued that the value of anonymity inheres not in name-

lessness, and not even in the extension of the previous value of namelessness

to all uniquely identifying information, but instead to something we called

‘reachability’, the possibility of knocking on your door, hauling you out of

bed, calling your phone number, threatening you with sanction, holding

you accountable – with or without access to identifying information.34
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52 Barocas and Nissenbaum

These are problematic because they may curtail basic ethical and political

rights and liberties. But also at stake are contextual ends and values such

as intellectual exploration, wholehearted engagement in social and eco-

nomic life, social trust, and the like. The big data paradigm raises the stakes

even further (to a point anonymity simply cannot extend and the concept

of reachability did not locate) for a number of related reasons.

‘Anonymous Identifiers’

First and perhaps foremost, many of anonymity’s proponents have different

meanings in mind, few of which describe practices that achieve unreacha-

bility. For example, when commercial actors claim that they only maintain

anonymous records, theydonotmean that theyhavenoway todistinguisha

specificperson–orhisbrowser, computer,networkequipment,orphone–

from others. Nor do they mean that they have no way to recognize him as

the same person with whom they have interacted previously. They simply

mean that they rely on unique persistent identifiers that differ from those

in common and everyday use (i.e. a name and other so-called personally

identifiable information (PII)). Hence the seemingly oxymoronic notion

of an ‘anonymous identifier’, the description offered by, among others,

Google for its forthcoming AdID,35 an alternative to the cookie-based

tracking essential for targeted advertising.36 If its very purpose is to enable

Google to identify (i.e. recognize) the same person on an ongoing basis,

to associate observed behaviors with the record assigned to that person,

and to tailor its content and services accordingly, AdID is anonymous only

insofar as it does not depend on traditional categories of identity (i.e. names

and other PII). As such, the identifier on offer does nothing to alleviate

worries individuals might have in the universe of applications that rely

on it. This understanding of anonymity instead assumes that the real –

and only – issue at stake is how easily the records legitimately amassed

by one institution can be associated with those held by other institutions,

namely an association that would reveal the person’s legal or real-world

identity.37

The reasons for adopting this peculiar perspective on anonymity

becomes clear when we explore why names, in particular, tend to gener-

ate such anxiety. As a persistent and common identifier, names have long

seemed uniquely worrisome because they hold the potential to act as an

obvious basis for seeking out additional information that refers to the same

person by allowing institutions to match records keyed to the same name.

Indeed, this is the very business of commercial data brokers: “Acxiom and

other database marketing companies sell services that let retailers simply
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type in a customer’s name and zip code and append all the additional pro-

file information that retailers might want”.38 But this is highly misleading

because, as scholars have long argued, a given name and address is just

one of many possible ways to recognize and associate data with a specific

person.39 Indeed, any unique identifier or sufficiently unique pattern can

serve as the basis for recognizing the same person in and across multiple

databases.40

The history of the Social Security Number is highly instructive here: as

a unique number assigned to all citizens, the number served as a convenient

identifier that other institutions could adopt for their own administrative

purposes. Indeed, large institutions were often attracted to the Social Secu-

rity Number because it was necessarily more unique than given names,

the more common of which (e.g. John Smith) could easily recur multi-

ple times in the same database. The fact that people had existing reasons

to commit this number to memory also explains why other institutions

would seize upon it. In so doing, however, these institutions turned the

Social Security Number, issued by the government for administering its

own welfare programs, into a common unique identifier that applied across

multiple silos of information. A Social Security Number is now perceived

as sensitive, not because of any quality inherent to the number itself, but

rather because it serves as one of the few common unique identifiers that

enable the straightforward matching of the disparate and detailed records

held by many important institutions.

The history of the Social Security Number makes clear that any random

string that acts as a unique persistent identifier should be understood as

a pseudonym rather than an ‘anonymous identifier’,41 that pseudonyms

place no inherent restrictions on the matching of records, and that the

protective value of pseudonyms decreases as they are adopted by or shared

with additional institutions.42 This is evident in the more recent and rather

elaborate process that Facebook has adopted to facilitate the matching of

its records with those maintained by outside advertisers while ensuring the

putative anonymity of the people to whom those records refer:

A website uses a formula to turn its users’ email addresses into jumbled strings

of numbers and letters. An advertiser does the same with its customer email lists.

Both then send their jumbled lists to a third company that looks for matches.

When two match, the website can show an ad targeted to a specific person, but

no real email addresses changed hands.43

While there might be some merit to the argument, advanced by a repre-

sentative of the Interactive Advertising Bureau, that such methods demon-

strate that online marketers are not in the business of trying “to get people’s
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names and hound them”,44 they certainly fall short of any common under-

standing of the value of anonymity. They place no inherent limits on an

institution’s ability to recognize the same person in subsequent encoun-

ters, to associate, amass, and aggregate facts on that basis, and to draw on

these facts in choosing if and how to act on that person. The question

is whether, in the big data era, this still constitutes a meaningful form of

unreachability.

Comprehensiveness

A further worry is that the comprehensiveness of the records main-

tained by especially large institutions – records that contain no identifying

information – may become so rich that they subvert the very meaning

of anonymity.45 Turow, for instance, has asked, “[i]f a company knows

100 data points about me in the digital environment, and that affects how

that company treats me in the digital world, what’s the difference if they

know my name or not?”46 The answer from industry is that it seems to

matter very little indeed: “The beauty of what we do is we don’t know who

you are [ . . . ] We don’t want to know anybody’s name. We don’t want to

know anything recognizable about them. All we want to do is [ . . . ] have

these attributes associated with them.”47 This better accounts for the com-

mon refrain that companies have no particular interest in who someone is

because their ability to tailor their offerings and services to individuals is in

no way limited by the absence of such information. And it helps to explain

the otherwise bizarre statement by Facebook’s Chief Privacy Officer that

they “serve ads to you based on your identity [ . . . ] but that doesn’t mean

you’re identifiable.”48 On this account, your legal or real-world identity

is of no significance. What matters are the properties and behaviors that

your identity comprises – the kinds of details that can be associated with a

pseudonym assigned to you without revealing your actual identity. Where

these details are sufficiently extensive, as is the case with platforms that

deal in big data, and where all of these details can be brought to bear in

deciding how to treat people, the protections offered by ‘anonymity’ or

‘pseudonymity’ may amount to very little.49 They may enable holders of

large datasets to act on individuals, under the cover of anonymity, in pre-

cisely the ways anonymity has long promised to defend against. And to the

extent that results in differential treatment that limits available choices and

interferes with identity construction, it threatens individual autonomy and

social justice. For these reasons, SergeGutwirth andPaulHert havewarned

that if it is “possible to control and steer individuals without the need to

identify them, the time has probably come to explore the possibility of
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a shift from personal data protection to data protection tout court.”50 In

other words, we can no longer turn to anonymity (or, more accurately,

pseudonymity) to pull datasets outside the remit of privacy regulations and

debate.

Inference

But even this fails to appreciate the novel ways in which big data may

subvert the promise of such protections: inference. However troubling

the various demonstrations by computer scientists about the challenge

of ensuring anonymity, there is perhaps more to fear in the expanding

range of facts that institutions can infer and upon which they have become

increasingly willing to act. As Brian Dalessandro has explained, “a lot can

be predicted about a person’s actions without knowing anything personal

about them.”51 This is a subtle but crucially important point: insights

drawn from big data can furnish additional facts about an individual (in

excess of those that reside in the database) without any knowledge of their

specific identity or any identifying information. Data mining breaks the

basic intuition that identity is the greatest source of potential harm because

it substitutes inference forusing identifying information as a bridge toget at

additional facts. Rather than matching records keyed to the same name (or

otherPII) indifferentdatasets,dataminingderives insights that simplyallow

firms to guess at these qualities instead. In fact, data mining opens people

up to entirely new kinds of assessments because it can extend the range

of inferable qualities far beyond whatever information happens to reside

in records elsewhere. And as Dalessandro again explains, firms that adopt

these tactics may submit to few, if any, constraints, because “PII isn’t really

that useful for a lot of predictive modeling tasks.”52 This explains a recent

anecdote relayedbyHardy: “Someyears ago an engineer at Google toldme

why Google wasn’t collecting information linked to people’s names. ‘We

don’twant thename.Thename is noise.’Therewas enough information in

Google’s large database of search queries, location, and online behavior, he

said, that you could tell a lot about somebody through indirect means.”53

These indirect means may allow data collectors to draw inferences about

precisely those qualities that have long seemed unknowable in the absence

of identifying information. Rather than attempt to de-anonymize medical

records, for instance, an attacker (or commercial actor)might instead infer a

rule that relates a string of more easily observable or accessible indicators to

a specific medical condition,54 rendering large populations vulnerable to

such inferences even in the absence of PII. Ironically, this is often the very

thing about big data that generates the most excitement: the capacity to
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detect subtle correlations and draw actionable inferences. But it is this very

same feature that renders the traditional protections afforded by anonymity

(again, more accurately, pseudonymity) much less effective.

Research Underwritten by Anonymity

The very robustness of the new guarantees of anonymity promised by

emerging scholarshipmayhaveperverseeffects iffindings fromthe research

that they underwrite provide institutions with new paths by which to infer

precisely those attributes that were previously impossible to associate with

specific individuals in the absence of identifying information. Ironically,

this is the very purpose of differential privacy, which attempts to permit

useful analysis of datasets while providing research subjects with certain

guarantees of anonymity.55 However much these protect volunteers, such tech-

niquesmay license research studies that result in findings that non-volunteers perceive

as menacing because they make certain facts newly inferable that anonymity once

promised to keep beyond reach.

A recent study demonstrating that students suffering from depression

could be identified by their Internet traffic patterns alone was met with

such a reaction.56 Much of this seemed to stem from one of the applica-

tions that the researchers envisioned for their results: “[p]roactively discov-

ering depressive symptoms from passive and unobtrusive Internet usage

monitoring.”57 The study is noteworthy for our purposes for having taken

a number of steps to ensure the anonymity and privacy of its research

subjects while simultaneously – if unintentionally – demonstrating the

limits of those very same protections for anyone who might be subject to

the resulting model. The point is not to pick on these or other academic

researchers; rather, it is to show that anonymity is not an escape from the

ethical debates that researchers should be having about their obligations

not only to their data subjects, but also to others who might be affected by

their studies for precisely the reasons they have chosen to anonymize their

data subjects.

Informed Consent

Informed consent is believed to be an effective means of respecting indi-

viduals as autonomous decision makers with rights of self-determination,

including rights to make choices, take or avoid risks, express preferences,

and, perhaps most importantly, resist exploitation. Of course, the act of

consenting, by itself, does not protect and support autonomy; individuals
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must first understand how their assent plays out in terms of specific com-

mitments, beliefs, needs, goals, and desires. Thus, where anonymity is

unachievable or simply does not make sense, informed consent often is the

mechanism sought out by conscientious collectors and users of personal

information.

Understood as a crucial mechanism for ensuring privacy, informed

consent is a natural corollary of the idea that privacy means control over

informationaboutoneself.For some, theseare therootsofprivacy thatmust

be respected in all environments and against all threats. Its central place in

the regulation of privacy, however, was solidified with the articulation and

spreadof theFair InformationPracticePrinciples (FIPPs) in thedomains of

privacy law and countless data protection and privacy regulation schemes

around the world. These principles, in broad brushstrokes, demand that

data subjects be given notice, that is to say, informed who is collecting,

what is being collected, how information is being used and shared, and

whether information collection is voluntary or required.58

The Internet challenged the ‘level playing field’ embodied in FIPPS.59 It

opened unprecedented modalities for collecting, disseminating, and using

personal information, serving and inspiring a diverse array of interests.

Mobile devices, location-based services, the Internet of things, and ubiq-

uitous sensors have expanded the scope even more. For many, the need

to protect privacy meant and continues to mean finding a way to support

notice and choice without bringing this vibrant ecology to a grinding halt.

This need has long been answered by online privacy policies offered to

individuals as unilateral terms-of-service contracts (often dubbed ‘trans-

parency andchoice’ or ‘notice andconsent’). In sodoing, privacyquestions

have been turned into practical matters of implementation. As in the arena

of human subjects research, the practical challenge has been how to design

protocols for embedding informed consent into interactions of data sub-

jects and research subjects with online actors and researchers, respectively.

In both cases, the challenge is to come up with protocols that appropriately

model both notice and consent. What has emerged online are privacy

policies similar to those already practiced in hard copy by actors in the

financial sector, following the Gramm-Leach-Bliley privacy rules.60

Over the course of roughly a decade and a half, privacy policies have

remained the linchpin of privacy protection online, despite overwhelming

evidence that most of us neither read nor understand them.61 Sensitive

to this reality, regulatory agencies, such as the Federal Trade Commission,

have demanded improvements focusing attention on (1) ways privacy poli-

cies are expressed and communicated so that they furnish more effective
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notice and (2) mechanisms that more meaningfully model consent, reviv-

ing the never-ending stalemate over opt-in versus opt-out.62 While the

idea that informed consent itself may no longer be a match for challenges

posed by big data has been floated by scholars, practitioners, advocates, and

even some regulators,63 such thinking has not entered the mainstream. As

before, the challenge continues to be perceived as purely operational, as

a more urgent need for new and inventive approaches to informing and

consenting that truly map onto the states of understanding and assenting

that give moral legitimacy to the practices in question.

In this chapter, we take a different path. We accept that informed con-

sent is a useful privacy measure in certain circumstances and against cer-

tain threats and that existing mechanisms can and should be improved,

but, against the challenges of big data, consent, by itself, has little trac-

tion. After briefly reviewing some of the better-known challenges to

existing models of informed consent, we explore those we consider

insurmountable.

The Transparency Paradox

There is little value in a protocol for informed consent that does not mean-

ingfully model choice and, in turn, autonomy. The ideal offers data or

human subjects true freedom of choice based on a sound and sufficient

understanding of what the choice entails. Community best practices pro-

vide standards that best approximate the ideal, which, because only an

approximation, remains a subject of philosophical and practical debate.64

Online tracking has been one such highly contentious debate65 – one in

which corporate actors have glommed onto the idea of plain language,

simple-to-understand privacy policies, and plain-to-see boxes where peo-

ple can indicate their assent or consent. A number of scholars continue to

hold out hopes for this approach,66 as do regulators, such as the FTC, who

continues to issue guiding principles that reflect such commitments.67 But

situations involving complex data flows and diverse institutional structures

representing disparate interests are likely to confront a challenge we have

called ‘the transparency paradox’,68 meaning that simplicity and clarity

unavoidably results in losses of fidelity. Typical of the big data age is the

business of targeted advertising, with its complex ecology of back-end ad

networks and their many and diverse adjuncts. For individuals to make

considered decisions about privacy in this environment, they need to be

informed about the types of information being collected, with whom it

is shared, under what constraints, and for what purposes. Anything less
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than this requires a leap of faith. Simplified, plain-language notices cannot

provide information that people need to make such decisions. The detail

that would allow for this would overwhelm even savvy users because the

practices themselves are volatile and indeterminate as new parties come on

board and new practices, squeezing out more value from other sources of

information (e.g. social graphs), are constantly augmenting existing flows.

Empirical evidence is incontrovertible: the very few people who read pri-

vacy policies do not understand them.69 But the paradox identified above

suggests that even when people understand the text of plain-language

notices, they still will not – indeed cannot – be informed in ways relevant

to their decisions whether to consent.

Indeterminate, Unending, Unpredictable

What we have said, thus far, emerges from a discussion of notice and choice

applied to online behavioral advertising, but with clear parallels for the big

data paradigm generally. Consider typical points of contact for data gather-

ing: signing up for a smart utility meter, joining an online social network,

joining a frequent flier program, buying goods and services, enrolling in a

MOOC, enrolling in a health self-tracking program, traveling, participat-

ing in a medical trial, signing up for a supermarket loyalty card, clicking

on an online ad, commenting on a book, a movie, or a product, applying

for insurance, a job, a rental apartment, or a credit card. Because these

mundane activities may yield raw material for subsequent analysis, they

offer a potential juncture for obtaining consent, raising the natural ques-

tion of how to describe information practices in ways that are relevant to

privacy so that individuals meaningfully grant or withhold consent. The

machinations of big data make this difficult because data moves from place

to place and recipient to recipient in unpredictable ways. Further, because

its value is not always recognized at collection time, it is difficult to predict

how much it will travel, how much it will be in demand, and whether and

how much it may be worth. In the language of contextual integrity, unless

recipients and transmission principles are specified, the requirements of

big data are for a blank check.

While questions of information type and use might, at first, seem

straightforward, they are extremely difficult when considered in detail:

it may be reasonably easy for a utility company to explain to customers

that, with smart meters, it can monitor usage at a fine grain, can derive

aggregate patterns within and across customers, and can use these as

a basis for important decisions about allocation of resources and for
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targeted advisement about individual customers’ energy usage. It may

clearly explain who will be receiving what information and to what end.

With notice such as this, consent is meaningful. However, big data ana-

lytics typically do not stop here; an enterprising company may attempt

to figure out how many people are associated with a given account, what

appliances they own, their routines (work, bedtime, and vacations). It may

fold other information associated with the account into the analysis and

other information beyond the account – personal or environmental, such

as weather. The company may extract further value from the informa-

tion by collaborating with third parties to introduce further data fields.

Not anomalous, practices such as these are the life blood of the big data

enterprise for massive corporate data brokers and federal, state, and local

government actors. How can they be represented to data subjects as the

basis for meaningful consent?

Let us consider the challenges. The chain of senders and recipients

is mazelike and potentially indefinite, incorporating institutions whose

roles and responsibilities are not circumscribed or well understood. The

constraints under which handoffs take place are equally obscure, includ-

ing payments, reciprocity, obligation, and more. What can it mean to an

ordinary person that the information will be shared with Axciom or Choi-

cepoint, let alone the NSA? Characterizing the type of information is even

tougher. Is it sufficient for the utility company to inform customers that it

is collecting smart meter readings? The case is strong for arguing that notice

should cover not only this information but, further, information that can

be directly derived from it and even information that more sophisticated

analysis might yield, including that which follows from aggregations of

smart meter readings with information about other matters, personal or

contextual. Intuitions on this matter are challenging, almost by definition,

because the value of big data lies in the unexpectedness of the insights that

it can reveal.

Even if we knew what it meant to provide adequate notice to ensure

meaningful consent, we would still not have confronted the deepest chal-

lenges. One is the possibility of detecting surprising regularities across an

entire dataset that reveal actionable correlations defying intuition and even

understanding. With the best of intentions, holders of large datasets willing

to submit them to analyses unguided by explicit hypotheses may discover

correlations that they had not sought in advance or anticipated. A lot hangs

on what informed consent means in such cases.70 Does the data con-

troller’s obligation end with informing subjects about data that is explicitly

recorded,ormust thedata controller adopt amoreencompassing approach,
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explaining what further information the institution may be able to glean?71

If the more encompassing approach is taken, how does the data controller

explain that it is impossible to know in advance what further information

might be discoverable? These factors diminish the value of informed con-

sent because they seem to require notice that does not delimit future uses

of data and the possible consequences of such uses. As many have now

argued, consent under those conditions is not meaningful.72

The Tyranny of the Minority

But big data troubles the long-standing focus on individual choice in a

slightly more roundabout way because, as discussed earlier, the willingness

of a few individuals to disclose certain information implicates everyone

else who happens to share the more easily observable traits that correlate

with the revealed trait. This is the tyranny of the minority: the volunteered

information of the few can unlock the same information about the many.

This differs markedly from the suggestion that individuals are ill equipped

to make choices that serve their actual interests; rather, even if we accept

that individuals can make informed, rational decisions concerning their

own privacy, these decisions nonetheless affect what institutions (to whom

these individuals have disclosed information) can now know (i.e. infer)

about others.73

Such inferences can be drawn in a number of ways. In registering some

kindofconnection toanotherpersonthroughthe formalprocessof ‘friend-

ing’ on a social networking site, we signal that this is a person with whom

we share certain interests, affinities, and history. In associating with this

person, we open ourselves up to inferences that peg us as people who share

certain qualities with this other person. This is the familiar trope about ‘the

company I keep’: what my friends say and do – or rather, what they are

willing to say and do on social networking sites – will affect what others

think of me. Hence danah boyd’s point that “[i]t’s no longer about what

you do that will go down on your permanent record. Everything that

everyone else does that concerns you, implicates you, or might influence

you will go down on your permanent record.”74

Computer scientists have turned this into a formal problem, asking

whether techniques drawing from social network analysis and data mining

can be used to infer undisclosed attributes of a user based on the disclosed

attributes of the user’s friends on social networking sites. And indeed

a recent study has demonstrated that, where a certain portion of their

friends disclose such facts, social networking sites may be able to infer
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users’ undisclosed major, graduation year, and dorm.75 Other – more

widely reported – research has also shown that homosexuality can be

inferred with some reliability from the fact that a user holds a number of

relationships and interacts with an otherwise disproportionate number of

‘out’ users.76 Yet another study, building on this earlier work, has even

shown that it is possible to make inferences about people who are not even

a part of an online social network (i.e. to learn things about obviously

absent nonmembers).77

These demonstrations have tended to focus on cases of explicit asso-

ciation and the drawing of inferences based on confirmed relations, but,

when we move away from discussions of online social networking, we find

that no such explicit associations are necessary to engage in this same kind

of guesswork. More significantly, similar inferences can be made about an

entire population even if only a small fraction of people who share no ties

are willing to disclose. This describes the dynamics of the Target preg-

nancy prediction score.78 In this case, Target did not infer the likelihood of

a woman giving birth by looking at her group of friends; rather, the com-

pany looked over the records from its baby shower registry to find women

who had actively disclosed the fact that they had given birth and then went

about trying to figure out if these women’s shopping habits, leading up to

the baby shower, seemed to differ from other customers’ habits such that

Target could then recognize the telltale signs in the future shopping habits

of other women.79 Which is to say that Target was able to infer a rule about

the relationship between purchases and pregnancy from what must have

been a tiny proportion of all its customers who actually decided to tell the

company that they recently had a baby. Not only is this the tyranny of the

minority, it is a choice forced upon the majority by a minority with whom

they have no meaningful or recognized relations.80

Computer science researchers are tackling this question head-on: what

proportion of people need to disclose that they possess a certain attribute

for an adversary to then be able to identify all the other members in

the population who also have this attribute? The findings from Mislove

et al.’s study are rather startling: “multiple attributes canbe inferredglobally

when as few as 20% of the users reveal their attribute information.”81 Of

course, reaching this minimum threshold is really just a matter of arriving

at a sufficiently representative sample whose analysis generates findings that

are generalizable to an entire population. As such, the value of any partic-

ular individual’s withheld consent diminishes incrementally the closer the

dataset of those who granted consent approaches representativeness – a
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point beyond which companies may have no further reason to pass.

So longas adata collector canovercome samplingbiaswith a relatively small

proportion of the consenting population,82 this minority will determine

the range of what can be inferred for the majority and it will discourage

firms from investing their resources in procedures that help garner the will-

ing consent of more than the bare minimum number of people. In other

words, once a critical threshold has been reached, data collectors can rely

on more easily observable information to situate all individuals according

to these patterns, rendering irrelevant whether or not those individuals

have consented to allowing access to the critical information in question.

Withholding consent will make no difference to how they are treated!

Conclusion

Those swept up in the great excitement that has placed big data at the

forefront of research investment and the national scientific policy agenda

may take courage. For them, these findings, particularly those concerning

consent, prove once and for all that privacy is an unsustainable constraint

if we are to benefit, truly, from big data. Privacy and big data are simply

incompatible and the time has come to reconfigure choices that we made

decades ago to enforce certain constraints. The arguments presented here

give further reason to dislodge privacy from its pedestal and allow the glori-

ous potential of big data to be fulfilled.83 We think these people are wrong

in part because they adhere to a mistaken conception of privacy, often as

control or as secrecy. Because they see privacy at odds with any distribution

and use of data instead of focusing only on the inappropriate, they set up

a false conflict from the start. They also may wrongly be conflating the

operationalization of informed consent with informed consent itself.

Others say that we should remain concerned about ethical issues raised

by big data, that, while privacy may be a lost cause, the real problems arise

with use.84 Those deserving urgent attention include unfair discrimina-

tion, being limited in one’s life choices, being trapped inside stereotypes,

being unable to delineate personal boundaries, being wrongly judged,

embarrassed, or harassed.85 Pursuing privacy as a way to address these

issues is not only retrograde but a fool’s errand, a conclusion reinforced by

the arguments in our paper. Better, they would say, to route around privacy

and pursue directly its ends. We agree that individual interests and ethical

and, we would add, context-specific values are vitally important, but we

think that it is reckless to sever, prematurely, the conceptual and practical
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ties betweenprivacy and thesemoral andpolitical ends.To fathomtheways

that big data may threaten interests and values, we must distinguish among

the origins and nature of threats to individual and social integrity, between,

say, unfair discrimination originating in inappropriate information flows

and unfair discrimination originating from other causes. For one thing,

different sources may indicate different solutions.

We are not yet ready to give up on privacy, nor completely on anonymity

and consent. The paradigm shift of big data calls for a paradigm shift in our

responses and, though it may seem that the arguments of this chapter leave

no place for anonymity and consent and, for some, therefore, no place for

privacy, we reach different conclusions.

Let us begin with informed consent and imagine it foregrounded

against a social landscape. In academic and regulatory circles, attention

has focused on the foreground, suggesting ways to shape, tweak, and aug-

ment informed consent so that it covers everything important about the

relationship between a data controller and a data subject. FIPPS and its

innumerable descendants are a case in point. These efforts ensure that,

in principle, nothing should go unremarked, unrevealed, unnoticed; in

practice, informed consent has groaned under the weight of this burden

with results – such as the transparency paradox – that have been noted here

and elsewhere.

Informed consent also has a great legacy in the domain of human sub-

jects research, where it remains the subject of ongoing deliberation, and

has generated a mature philosophical literature. In Rethinking Informed

Consent in Bioethics, philosophers Neil Manson and Onora O’Neill address

a concern, analogous to the one confronted by privacy researchers and

regulators, over how to communicate with human subjects to ensure that

consent is meaningful. They observe that the transaction of informed

consent in medical treatment and biomedical research can only be under-

stood against a rich social backdrop, which integrates medical practice

and research into the background fabric of social and political life. When

individuals – human subjects – enter into a study or treatment regime,

they engage not as tabula rasa in a vacuum expecting that the protocol

of informed consent will specify fully what will happen and respective

rights, obligations, and responsibilities. It does not and cannot constitute

the complete relationship between the medical researcher or practitioner

and the subject. Instead, the protocol is set against a rich background of

social and professional roles, ethical standards, and legal and other obliga-

tions, which shape a subject’s reasonable expectations. Notice generally

only covers notable departures from these expectations and consent is a
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limited and selective waiver of rights that subjects normally would expect

to be respected. In other words, individuals understand that

obligations and expectations are presupposed by informed consent practices.

When they are waived by giving consent, they are not discarded or marginal-

ized: they are merely waived in limited ways, for a limited time, for a limited

purpose. In consenting to an appendectomy I do not consent to other irrelevant

incisions, or to incisions by persons other than the relevant surgeon. In consenting

to take part in a clinical trial I do not consent to swallow other novel medicines,

let alone medicines that are irrelevant to my condition. Informed consent matters

because it offers a standard and controllable way of setting aside obligations and

prohibitions for limited and specific purposes.86

According to O’Neill and Manson, consent is not required for acceptable,

expected behaviors, but only for those that depart from it. The burden on

notice, therefore, is to describe clearly the violations of norms, standards,

and expectations for which a waiver is being asked and not to describe

everything that will be done and not done in the course of treatment

or research, which both the researcher and the subjects can safely pre-

sume. Manson and O’Neill decline to produce a general or universal list

of legal and ethical claims that applies to all treatment and research sce-

narios because, while all would surely include a common set of obvious

prohibitions on, say, killing, stealing, injury, torture, fraud, deception,

manipulations, and so forth, each would further include prohibitions and

prescriptions relevant to the particular treatment or study in which sub-

jects are engaged. For example, subjects may reasonably expect physicians,

researchers, and others to perform in accordance with the training and

professional commitments required in their respective fields, for example,

to prescribe only the treatment and medication they believe to be the best

and necessary for a patient’s condition.

It is not sufficient for researchers to provide assurances that subjects are

given a choice to waive or not to waive; they must be able to justify “actions

that otherwise violate important norms, standards or expectations.”87

According to O’Neill and Manson, “[a]ny justification of informed con-

sent has therefore to start from a recognition of the underlying legal and

ethical claims and legitimate expectations that are selectively waived by

consent transactions, and the reasons individuals may have for waiving

them in particular cases.”88 In other words, selective waivers may not

be requested for just anything but are acceptable under two conditions,

either concerning actions for which individuals are presumed to have rea-

sons to waive rights and obligations, or concerning actions that promise
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significant benefits to others and to society at large. In other words, consent

cannot exist as an excuse for anything, a limitation further emphasized by

the second and third key principles of scientific integrity in the treatment

of human subjects, namely, justice and beneficence (or non-maleficence.)

Scientists requesting a limited waiver must ensure that subjects are well

informed of departures from expected behaviors and they should ensure

that the waiver they are requesting is consistent with the reasons their sub-

jects have for waiving these rights. But informed consent is constrained

in one further, crucial way – namely, by the requirements of beneficence,

non-maleficence, and justice. These constrain what a subject can be asked

to consent to.

When we understand informed consent as a limited waiver of rights and

obligations, certain aspects of existing practices applied to privacy come to

light. To begin, since FIPPs have served as a guide to law and policy, the

focus has been on specifying the characteristics of notice and consent and

very little on rights and obligations. Drawing on Manson and O’Neill, it is

quite clear why this has not worked; it is impossible, even absurd to believe

that notice and consent can fully specify the terms of interaction between

data collector and data subject. The arguments in our paper attest to this.

For too long, we have focused on the foreground, working at it from every

angle. Ingood faith,wehavecrammed into thenotice andconsentprotocol

all our moral and political anxieties, believing that this is the way to achieve

the level playing field,89 to promote the autonomy of data subjects, to

energize a competitive marketplace for good data practices, and more. In

our view, this became a futile effort at some point along the way for reasons

we and others have repeatedly offered. It is time to contextualize consent

by bringing the landscape into focus. It is time for the background of rights,

obligations, and legitimate expectations to be explored and enriched so

that notice and consent can do the work for which it is best suited.90

Until now, the greatest obligation of data gatherers was either to

anonymize data and pull it outside various privacy requirements or to

inform and obtain consent. After charting the increasing difficulty of ful-

filling these obligations in the face of big data, we presented the ultimate

challenge: not of practical difficulty but of irrelevance. Where, for exam-

ple, anonymizing data, adopting pseudonyms, or granting or withholding

consent makes no difference to outcomes for an individual, we had better

be sure that the outcomes in question can be defended as morally and

politically legitimate. When anonymity and consent do make a difference,

we learn from the domain of scientific integrity that simply because some-

one is anonymous or pseudonymous or has consented does not by itself
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legitimate the action in question. A burden is upon the collector and user

of data to explain why a subject has good reason to consent, even if con-

senting to data practices that lie outside the norm. That, or there should

be excellent reasons why social and contextual ends are served by these

practices.

We have argued that background and context-driven rights and obli-

gations have been neglected in favor of anonymity and consent to the

detriment of individuals and social integrity. Although our chapter will

be deeply vexing to those who have placed anonymization and consent

at the foundation of privacy protection, we welcome the shift in focus to

the purposes to which data practices are being put and how these comport

with individual interests as well as ethical, political, and context-driven

values.
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